
8. Secondary development:Access
ROS

8.1. Access ROS1

1. Preparations

First, prepare the applicable environment: Linux  system.

You can use the virtual machine virtual box  or vmware .

2. Install and run

ROS Access Package: Click to download.

3. You can view the frame rate in RQT

# Unzip sipeed_tof_ms_a010.zip and enter the 
directory
cd ros1
source /opt/ros/*/setup.sh
catkin_make
source devel/setup.sh 
rosrun sipeed_tof_ms_a010 a010_publisher 
_device:="/dev/ttyUSB0"
# After that, the terminal will continue to refresh 
and display [sipeed_tof]: Publishing, that is, it 
works normally
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https://dl.sipeed.com/shareURL/MaixSense/MaixSense_A010/software_pack/SDK


4. RVIZ2 Preview

After opening rviz2 , in the lower left corner of the interface Add -

> By topic -> PointCloud2 or /depth  -> Image Add  -> Display/Global

Options/Fixed Frame  needs to be modified to tof , the point cloud

can be displayed normally. According to the added content, Image

will be displayed on the left and the point cloud will be displayed in

the middle.

8.2. Access ROS2



1. Preparations

First, prepare the applicable environment: Linux  system.

You can use the virtual machine virtual box  or vmware .

If your environment also has ROS1 installed, ROS2 will need to be

used with the correct version.

2. Install and run

We provide an access package for ROS2, which users need to

compile and install on a system running ROS2.

ROS Access Package: Click to download.

3. RQT View frame rate

ls /opt/ros
ros@ros-virtual-machine:~/Desktop$ ls /opt/ros
noetic  rolling
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#Unzip sipeed_tof_ms_a010.zip and enter the 
directory
cd ros2
source /opt/ros/*/setup.sh
colcon build #If you are prompted that colcon is 
missing, you need sudo apt install python3-colcon-
ros
source install/setup.sh
ros2 run sipeed_tof_ms_a010 publisher --ros-args -p 
device:="/dev/ttyUSB0"
# After that, the terminal will continue to refresh 
and display [sipeed_tof]: Publishing, that is, it 
works normally
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https://dl.sipeed.com/shareURL/MaixSense/MaixSense_A010/software_pack/SDK


4. RVIZ2 Preview

After opening rviz2 , in the lower left corner of the interface Add -

> By topic -> PointCloud2 or /depth  -> Image Add  -> Display/Global

Options/Fixed Frame  needs to be modified to tof , the point cloud

can be displayed normally. According to the added content, Image

will be displayed on the left and the point cloud will be displayed in

the middle.


